
Polar Bears Past Bedtime 

Chapters One and Two 



Common Core Standards 

•  2.1.1.1 I can ask and answer such 
questions as who, what, where, when, why 
and how. 

•  2.3.1.4 I can decode one and two syllable 
words with both long and short vowels. 



What does the cover make you think will happen? 
Find the Arctic on the globe and on our map. 



Review 

•  Closed Syllable  
– One vowel is followed by a consonant 
– Vowel says its sound, or is short 

sit-ting     rab-bit    
bran-ches    ad-ven-tures 
jumped     en-chan-tress 



Fingerspell words by syllable:  
Long vowels are blue. Short vowels are orange. 

po-lar     bed-time    pajamas 

mo-ment    chat-ter-ing   howl-ing 

sur-roun-ded   cour-age   na-tive 



 an en-chan-tress is magic 



gleamed means to sparkle  



an-cient means very old 



barren: nothing can live here 



Arctic 



“Is it a sign like the rabbit and 
gazelle?”  

•  A “sign” often tells you what to do. It isn’t 
always a metal sign. 

•  What is a “sign” someone is happy? 
•  What is a “sign” someone is sad? 
•  What sign told Jack and Annie  
   to go to the tree house in this 
   book? 



Who is Morgan le Fay? 

•  We skipped some books so we could go 
with Jack and Annie to the Arctic. 

•  Morgan le Fay is having them solve 
riddles. 

  “I cover what’s real, and hide what’s true, 
   but sometimes I bring out the courage 
   in you.” What am I? Any ideas yet? 



Discussion Questions 
•  Why couldn’t Jack change out of his 

pajamas? 
•  What are Jack and Annie trying to become? 

Would you want to be one? 
•  Why was Jack so nervous about going to the 

Arctic at first?  
•  How do you think Jack and Annie felt when 

they saw the man standing outside their 
window? How will he help them? 

•  Describe what you think he looked like. 
•  What did Jack and Annie hear coming 

towards them? 


